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Govt seeks 5-year transition time for LDC graduation

The government has asked for an additional two years as a transition period to graduate from a least developed

country (LDC) to a developing one. Usually, the transition from LDC is announced after three years of assessment.

The proposal was made on Tuesday at a meeting of the government's expert group and the UN's Committee for

Development Policy (CDP) ahead of the CDP meeting in February. If the proposal is approved, the CDP will send a

recommendation to the United Nations Economic and Social Council (Ecosoc) in 2026 for the graduation of

Bangladesh after assessing the situation in February. Officials present at the meeting said the CDP had been asked

for an additional two years considering the damage to the economy caused by the pandemic. They also said the

CDP is satisfied with Bangladesh's position and hoped that an additional two years would be available as

preparation time.
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https://tbsnews.net/economy/govt-seeks-5-year-transition-time-ldc-graduation-184753

China top investor in EZs

China is top foreign investor in the country's economic zones (EZ) as the number of its formal proposals outstrips

13 other nations. Between fiscal year 2018 and December of 2020, China grabbed more than one-third of the

proposals made in the zones, according to the data of the Bangladesh Economic Zones Authority (BEZA).

Economists said the US-China trade conflicts are forcing Chinese manufacturers to relocate their production

facilitates to alternative locations and Bangladeshi zones will be able to attract those investors. In FY 2019, China

was the largest source of FDI in Bangladesh. Talking to the FE, executive chairman of the BEZA Paban Chowdhury

said investment from China will increase further while investors from Japan will also come in a big way by the next

year.

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/last-page/china-top-investor-in-ezs-1610475035
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https://tbsnews.net/economy/stock/stocks-abnormal-price-gains-come-under-scrutiny-184774

রয়েল টিউললয়ে লিলিয়েোগ কয়র লিেোয়ক আইলিলি

রাষ্ট্রায়ত্ত বিবিয়য়াগ প্রবিষ্ঠাি ইিয়েস্টয়েন্ট করয় ায়রশি অি িাাংলায়েশ বলবেয়েড (আইবিবি) ২০১৭ িায়ল িয়ের োধ্যয়ে রয়য়ল টিউবল  িায়ে  বরবিি বি  ালল বিি বরয়িা

েল  অযাে স্পা বলবেয়েয়ড ৩২৫ ককাটি োকা বিবিয়য়াগ কয়র। এ অর্ল িযাাংয়কর ঋণ  বরয়শায়ধ্র  াশা াবশ ক ায়েলটির বিেলাণকায়ে িযয় করা  য়। আইবিবির কাছ কর্য়ক অর্ল 

কিয়ার দুই িছর  র প্রার্বেক গণপ্রস্তায়ির (আইব ও) োধ্যয়ে   ুঁবেিাোর কর্য়কও ি বিল িাংগ্র  কয়র ক ায়েলটি। এোয়ি বিবেন্ন উৎি কর্য়ক অর্ল বিয়য় িযিিা করয়লও 

আইবিবিয়ক বকবস্ত ও ি ে  বরয়শাধ্ করয়ছ িা প্রবিষ্ঠািটি। রয়য়ল টিউবলয় র িে বকয়ি আয়রা বি ায়ক  য়েয়ছ িারলয িাংকয়ে র্াকা আইবিবি।কক্সিাোয়রর ইিািী বিয়ি  াুঁ

ি িারকা ক ায়েল রয়য়ল টিউবল  ২০১৫ িায়লর ১৭ কিয়েম্বর িাবণবেযক কার্লক্রে শুরু কয়র। ক ায়েলটির কিয়ারেযাি ল বি আখিাবর ে ল। আর িযিস্থা িা  বরিালয়কর ো

বয়য়ে রয়য়য়ছি িার স্বােী কো. আবেি ল  ক। বিবি িাি শাইি অযা ায়রলি ঢাকা এিাং বিি িারকা ক ায়েল বি ক্রাউয়িরও কিয়ারেযাি।  াশা াবশ শাবেে এন্টারপ্রাইে (প্রা.) 

বলবেয়েড, শাবেে এন্টারপ্রাইে কপ্রা াটিল ে বলবেয়েড, এবলে অয়ো বিকি বলবেয়েয়ডর িযিস্থা িা  বরিালকও। 

https://bit.ly/3bxIpMn

Stocks’ abnormal price gains come under scrutiny

The capital market regulator has directed stock exchanges to investigate the abnormal price hike of some listed

companies in the last 30 working days. The Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC) has asked the

country's both bourses to submit reports to it within the 45 working days. BSEC Executive Director and

spokesperson Mohammad Rezaul Karim said that the regulator has set criteria for the stock exchanges to follow

during investigations until further instructions.  He said it will minimise the conflict of interest and be helpful for

the growth of the current market. It will also increase investor confidence. The exchanges will also scan the

earnings per share (EPS) of those companies, whose EPS changed by 50% more compared to the previous year or

the previous quarter.

Move to stop private placement trickery

Company fattening attempts targeting manipulative initial public offering (IPO) schemes is set to be discouraged as

the securities regulator has taken initiatives for some long sought-after reforms. If the reform plan is

implemented, companies cannot sell any shares for two years before filing for IPO, according to regulatory drafts.

Moreover, no company can apply for stock listing if its existing capital accumulated through private placements

exceeds 15% of the amount it plans to raise from the public during the listing. Currently, there is no such

restriction.  Non-listed companies now need no regulatory approval to increase their capital by issuing shares

privately.

https://tbsnews.net/economy/stock/move-stop-placement-trickery-184792
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Public hearing on LPG price begins tomorrow

Public hearing to fix the price of liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) begins tomorrow (Thursday). In line with a court

order, the Bangladesh Energy Regulatory Commission (BERC) has arranged the hearing to be held in BIAM

auditorium in Dhaka city. The commission will continue hearing until January 17 and 18 unless it concludes on

Thursday, according to a BERC notice. Consumers are eyeing rational pricing of the cooking fuel to keep their

monthly costs within budget while businessmen are eyeing on good margin on its sales. The LPG Operators

Association of Bangladesh in a proposal to the BERC has sought a 9.0-per cent profit in sales. The association

leaders have called for considering the international price of the fuel, including freight costs, premium rates, bank

interest rates, cylinder costs and different tax measures.
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United Airways sent to over-the-counter market

The Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC) has directed both the bourses to send United Airways

(BD) Ltd to the over-the-counter (OTC) market as the volatility of the company's share price might be harmful for

the investors. The airline with grounded aircraft has not been publishing its accounts since 2017. Its share price

came down to below Tk2 each against the face value of Tk10 each, while shareholding by its sponsor-directors

came down to 2.5%.  The failure to fly its planes pushed the company into such a sorry state that it struggled to

clear airport space occupied by its grounded aircraft a few years ago.  The company was listed on the capital

market in 2010, and its stock price soared to more than Tk75 per share then. However, it came down to Tk1.3 per

share last year. This week, the company's share price began to soar again in an abnormal pattern and no seller

showed interest in selling them.

https://tbsnews.net/economy/stock/united-airways-sent-over-counter-market-184747

Longer home stays raise use of casual wear

People limiting movements to their homes for social distancing needs apparently proved a boon for local knitwear

manufacturers, as their shipments have fared relatively well in 2020 on the back of increased demand globally.

Knitted garments are those of the soft, comfortable and stretchable kind meant mostly for indoor use such as t-

shirts, polo shirts, inner-wear, sportswear, sweaters and hoodies. Their use has risen significantly because people

have increased the amount of time they spend at home and prefer to wear such comfortable clothing. Its outdoor

counterparts are the stiffer woven garments such as formal shirts, trousers, denim jeans, suits, chiffon and

georgette dresses. Both type of fabrics witnessed a slump in exports as a part of the pandemic's fallouts.

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/last-page/public-hearing-on-lpg-price-begins-tomorrow-1610475269

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/longer-home-stays-raise-use-casual-wear-2026889
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Sri Lanka pleads for debt rollover as economy falters

Recession-hit Sri Lanka appealed on Tuesday for international investors to roll over bonds maturing this year, a

further indication of the island nation’s dire financial situation. The South Asian nation’s tourism- and trade-

dependent economy is reeling from the twin impacts of the deadly 2019 Easter bombings and the fallout from the

coronavirus pandemic. International rating agencies have already slashed Sri Lanka’s creditworthiness after raising

fears over the island’s ability to repay its debt. Government spokesperson Udaya Gammanpila said capital and

interest repayments on foreign debt in 2021 was $6.86 billion. ‘We encourage investors to roll over bonds and if

they do that, it would be a great help for our country,’ Gammanpila told reporters at the weekly cabinet briefing.
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Disclaimer

Unless otherwise stated, all information contained in this document (the
“Publication”) shall not be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the prior &

specific written permission/consent of Shanta Securities Limited.

Shanta Securities Limited makes its best effort to ensure that the content in the
Publication is accurate and up to date at all times. Shanta Securities Limited
makes no warranty, representation or undertaking whether expressed or implied,
nor does it assume any legal liability, whether direct or indirect, or responsibility
for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information that contain in
the Publication. It is not the intention of the publication to be used or deemed as
recommendation, option or advice for any action(s) that may take place in future.

Lending Vol.

Highest Lowest Weighted avg. (BDT Crore)

11 January, 2021 5.25 1.00 2.08 3,029

10 January, 2021 5.25 1.00 2.01 3,277

07 January, 2021 5.25 1.00 2.21 2,702

06 January, 2021 5.25 1.00 2.27 2,557

05 January, 2021 5.25 1.00 2.21 2,816

04 January, 2021 5.25 1.00 2.04 3,261

03 January, 2021 5.25 1.00 2.21 2,856

Source: Bangladesh Bank

Date
Call Money Rate

Currency Buying Selling

USD 84.8 84.8

EUR 103.0 103.1

GBP 114.6 114.6

AUD 65.3 65.3

JPY 0.81 0.81

CAD 66.3 66.3

SEK 10.21 10.21

SGD 63.7 63.7

CNH 13.1 13.1

INR 1.2 1.2

Exchange Rates


